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Grandma Mara’s
RAMBLINGS

T

hese last few months of Grandma’s life have been
somewhat of a whirlwind, following Walter’s
marriage proposal. The acceptance was the simple
part. Then comes the decisions about when and where to
be married, what to do with two separate homes, whether
or not to have pre-nuptial agreements, how to amalgamate two amateur radio stations; you know - the important
things to deal with!
In the end, we both realized these things would take care
of themselves, so why worry ourselves about them. That
doesn’t mean that we just forgot about them either, but
we just took our time and did them as the way opened for
them to happen.
Have you ever noticed when you’re trying to do something, that it may not work, or how it gets delayed for
some unknown
reason. Then, all of
...when and where to
a sudden, things fall
be married, what to
into line like there
was never any reado with two separate
son for the holdup
homes, whether or not
in the first place!
to have pre-nuptial
Well, that’s what
agreements, how to
happened to us on
a lot of these things amalgamate two amathat were so worriteur radio stations; you
some for a while.
know - the important
The pre-nup
agreements were
things to deal with!
easy. A lawyer
acquaintance of
Walter’s drew up the paperwork and we signed on the
lines marked with an “x”; both agreeing that neither of us
nor our children, grandchildren (and on and on until the
end of time) would have any claim on each other’s money,
goods, property, etc., etc., etc. You know - the kind of
stuff lawyers love to put in legal type papers.
The houses - well, we figured since Walter’s place was
larger than mine, and had better antennas, we would take
up residence there. My oldest grandson will be getting
married the Saturday following us, so the plan is to rent
my place to the newlyweds. My workshop will continue
to house my motorcycle and my tools.
It’s not easy, with all of the stuff we’ve each collected
over the years, to “de-clutter”. Mind you, we’re nowhere
near those people on the hoarder shows, but being hams of
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the old school, and members of an older generation, we’ve
both been “collectors” for a good number of years (and
have the accumulation to show for it!). Unless we rent
some serious size of storage facility we are simply going
to have to downsize our collective collection.
Just like the two of us becoming a married couple, we
decided, that the solution would be to merge our station
equipment as well. Some of the extra gear will go on storage shelves as spares. Other stuff we’ll give away to local
hams who can use it. Already there are several good sized
boxes marked for Wendy and her family.
There was considerable discussion by various family members on both sides, about where the marriage
should take place - all with good and kind intentions, and
all in the spirit of the event. As if Walter and I would let
them have a say in the location! Where else would we be
married but in the beautiful white building on the hill in
Kensington, Maryland. What would the young women in
the Laurels class Grandma teaches every Sunday think if I
were to settle for the easy convenience of a regular chapel,
or a justice of the peace at some courthouse? What kind of
an example would that set for them?
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I

’ve never been much bothered by interference from
outside sources, unlike other hams I’ve spoken or
corresponded with. Once though, a few years back,
when I could actually hear stations of the Saturday morning MARA NE net, the pulse from my neighbor’s electric
fence was getting into my HF receiver on 75 meters.
Around here, fencers are used more to keep deer and other
critters out of one’s garden than to keep cows or horses
contained in a pasture. Anyway, he had strung this thing
up out of old rusty wire,
something he had kickOld farmers, like
ing around, or something
old hams, don’t
somebody had given him.
believe in throwOld farmers, like old hams,
don’t believe in throwing
ing things out,
things out, even if they
even if they don’t
don’t have a use for them.
have a use for
We all just “know” they’ll
them.
come in useful someday.
When he mentioned to my
father that it didn’t seem to be keeping the deer out of
the garden “like it used to”, my father volunteered me to
take a look at it. My first observation that the wire he was
using was made
from iron and
had too much
rust and resistance, fell on
deaf and thrifty
ears. After all,
“wire is wire”!
My next observation about the
fencer needing
a good ground
connection was
taken a bit more
seriously, with
him saying he
An example of an Electric Fence Charger,
would drive a
or Fencer. This one is supposed to be able
to electrify a fence 30 miles long!
spike or a piece
of pipe into the
earth and wrap
a few turns of the (iron) wire around it. Eventually, the
problem resolved itself when he grew too elderly and gave
up planting a garden. It wasn’t so bad that it wiped out the
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Saturday morning net, just added a tick to the audio every
couple of seconds. Besides, he was a good neighbor, and
had been for a lot of years.
I did have some trouble once with the street light on the
pole at the end of my driveway. It would cycle off and on
and emit a raspy noise as it did so. That was easy to diagnose as it was so very obvious. A phone call to the power
company was all it took to take away the problem.
Because I live in a lightly populated rural area where the
locals are mostly professional or office types, commercial
fishermen, or retirees, the loudest piece of equipment you
will usually hear is a lawn mower or an occasional chain
saw. So any interference I suffer from is usually of my
own making.
My own garden fencer (with low resistance wire and
a good ground connection, of course!) is controlled by a
light sensor so that it only comes on in the evening when
it is dark enough for the wild critters to be around. At sufficient daylight in the morning it automatically switches
off. When it is on, the electric
pulse doesn’t interfere with
my office and house wireless
internet connection for the
normal internet e-mail and
such. However, it doesn’t
like the SKYPE audio/video
connections that I use to
keep in touch with family
members across the country. It causes the video to
freeze and the audio to skip
or silence on both ends, in time with the pulses. Probably
the pulse reduces the connection bandwidth. The early
solution to that was to walk to the office and shut off the
power to the fencer. Some nights I would forget to go
back out and power it back on, leaving the garden open to
predators. Deer aren’t stupid! The first night the charger
was off, they wouldn’t cross the fence, but watch out on
the second! The solution for my poor memory was to install a small UHF receiver intended for alarm systems use.
Now, from the comfort of my den, a push of a button on
the remote transmitter switches off the fencer and a light
on the outside of the office. After the SKYPEing is done
for the night, another push of the button turns the light and
the fencer back on.
The receiver used in the previous application happens to
be a four-channel unit. Since we still have daily rural mail
delivery in this country (although the Post Office is making noises about doing away with that service - all in the
interests of safety for the mail men and women, of course!
The cut to service has nothing to do with saving money!)
I’m thinking of adding another transmitter to my mailbox
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THEY’LL DO IT EVERY TIME was a single-panel newspaper comic strip, created by Jimmy Hatlo, which
had a long run over eight decades. It first appeared on February 5, 1929 and continued until February 2,
2008. The title of the strip became a popular catchphrase, still used today by many people who have no
idea of its origin. Ideas and gags usually came from suggestions by readers, who were credited with a
small acknowledgment box with a tiny drawing of Hatlo tipping his hat. - from WIKIPEDIA.org. In the strip
above you’ll note the hat is replaced by headphones!

at the end of my seventy-five yard driveway to let me
know when the mail lady has left me some bills.
Back to interference.
The fencer is connected to the office electrical panel for
power. If I play radio after dark it does play havoc with
the receiver’s AGC (automatic gain control), lowering the
gain, then increasing it in time with the pulse. Being that
it’s in the same room, it’s easy to turn off the power to it
while operating.
We did have a couple of those touch lamps for a while,
and they caused some problems. I seem to remember one
being knocked over by the kids. Don’t remember what
happened to the other one. I suppose because a matched
set (after the kids took care of the first) was no longer pos-
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sible, they both must have been replaced.
As for interfering with others, I’ve never ever heard a
peep . Perhaps it’s because I’ve run less than a hundred
watts for many years, that I’ve never caused anyone else
interference, or none that I’m aware of anyway. Perhaps
people nowadays don’t connect hams and interference like
they used to. And, I was never one to ask my neighbors if
they were having any strange problems. Now, my nearest
neighbor is over a hundred yards away so I doubt there’s
any problem with my current power output except for the
75 meter MARA net at a kilowatt - and that’s only for a
short time on Saturday morning.
All in all, I’ve been very fortunate in my ham life to
have escaped the horrors experienced by of a lot of others
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in the hobby. Barry, N2PCT, had a horrendous noise from
a corn dryer at the farm across the road from his house.
I remember hearing it while visiting him once. My little
tick of noise was nothing compared to his.
There are a couple of Canadian interference cases that
are interesting and I’ll relate them briefly here.
The first is from the 1980s and was very high profile
at the time. Jack
Ravenscroft (listed
Despite being cleared
as VE3SR in some
by the government
places and VE3SD in
technical geeks, who
others) who resided
said that it was a
in a bedroom community outside of
situation where the
Ottawa, Ontario was
neighbor’s equipment
sued for $35,000 by
was not designed to
a neighbor for causing interference to
handle the fundamenvarious things around tal overload of the
the house, such as
radio signal (improper
the microwave (turndesign with no built-in
ing it off and on),
the electronic organ, filtering) the case went
and (I believe) the
ahead.
stereo entertainment
equipment. I’m going
from memory here as I couldn’t find a lot about it on the
Internet. This happened when Jack operated on 20 meters. The Department of Transport or the Department of
Communications (whatever they were called at the time!)
was called in, and after careful examination reported that
Jack’s station was clean, and was not emitting anything it
shouldn’t have been. Despite being cleared by the government technical geeks, who said it was a situation where
the neighbor’s equipment was not designed to handle
the fundamental overload of the radio signal (improper
design with no built-in filtering) the case went ahead. Jack
had added filtering circuitry to his own (non-ham radio)
equipment and was problem free. He offered to work with
the neighbor to provide and install (at no cost) the same
remedy. The offer was refused. Jack either volunteered
to observe “quiet periods” where he would not operate
so the neighbor could enjoy interference-free listening
of his stereo equipment, or was ordered to do so by the
Feds, in an attempt to lessen the tension and halt the court
case, but it seems to me that the offer was refused by the
complainant.
I remember that hams and ham clubs across Canada
were asked to contribute to a Jack Ravenscroft Defense
Fund to help cover the legal costs.
I found one mention on-line that said the case was
decided against Jack, and another that said it was settled
after the neighbor allowed filtering to be added to his
equipment. If anyone knows the real and final outcome,
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please shoot me an e-mail with the results.
Jack died on October 19th, 1988.
The second case is also in Ontario. The electricity supplier, Chatham-Kent Energy (now Entegrus Inc.),
began installing electrical SMART METERS
(to replace the existing
power meters) in 2010
for approximately 32,000
customers. These meters utilized the band of
frequencies from 902-928
MHz, with a spread-spectrum or frequency-hopping modulation method
to send information back
to the company. It appears
that no study was done to A SMART METER looks much like
determine what the intro- an old standard electrical meter
except that it records consumpduction of this many untion of electric energy in intervals
licensed half watt transof an hour or less and commumitters would do to those nicates that information at least
daily back to the utility for moniusers already occupying
toring and billing purposes.
the band, either primary
or secondary. Nor were
there any consultations with government or with the many
citizens who own licence-exempt wireless devices operating on these frequencies. Doesn’t this sound something
like what we’ve just gone through with the internet over
power-line fiasco? VE3NCQ’s web site has the full story,
including the smear campaign and the harassment tactics
against the author
and his family for
It appears that no
bringing out the facts
study was done to deto the public.
So, my little intertermine what the introference tick is still
duction of this many
nothing compared
unlicensed half watt
to what others have
experienced over the transmitters would do
years. We never had
to those already occuinternet over power
pying the band...
line anywhere near
us although I’ve
likely heard the effects of it propagated from installations
in the northeastern United States.
I don’t have neighbors close enough for me to bother
their residential gadgets. Nor do we have SMART METERS in my neck of the woods. At least I don’t think we
do - I still occasionally see a small truck with the power
company’s logo on the doors drive in or out of my driveway. Sure hope he or she keeps his or her job!
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.”
			
Albert Einstein

DI-DAH-DI-DAH
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I
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advance the cause of dental health in the United Kingdom.
It even has its own on-line store.
I did find one link for National Amateur Radio Month
but it didn’t go much of anywhere, just to a web site that
told you how you could register on their site for your very
own month of whatever. Somehow, that didn’t seem to
satisfy the requirements of being the real thing.
If there is a month for the national recognition of toilet
tank repairs, for pickles, and for stamp collectors, why
can’t we get a real National Amateur Radio Month?
Perhaps there is one out there somewhere, but if so,
GOOGLE doesn’t seem to know about it! And as we’ve
heard - GOOGLE knows all!
Until next month,
VE1VQ

L

ast month was National Preparedness Month.
This got me to thinking about these things. Just
how does a group or an organization get to have a
Month of their own? Is there someone in a State, Federal,
United Nations, or Vatican department who decides who
is “in” and who is not?
Following are a very few of the many “National Month”
groups I found by doing a GOOGLE search.
National Bird Feeding Month
National Bourbon Heritage Month
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month
National Catfish Month
National Child Abuse Prevention Month
National Decorating Month
National Fiber Focus Month
National Frog Month
National Grilled Cheese Sandwich Month
National Ham Burger Month
National Hot Dog Month
National Ice Cream Month
National Moving Month
National Piano Month
National Pickle Month
National Poetry Month
National Smile Month
National Stamp Collecting Month
National Toilet Tank Repair Month
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If there is a month
for the national
recognition of toilet
tank repairs..., why
can’t we get a real
National Amateur
Radio Month?

Now, some of the National Month proclamations are
worthy and deserving to be proclaimed and publicized,
but others...? I’ll leave you to decide which ones are in the
first group and which ones are in the ridiculous and stupid.
The National Smile Month caught my attention. Sponsored by the British Dental Health Foundation, it seeks to
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